
Tiddlywinks
© Debi Montgomery
Fabric Requirements

This is an exciting quilt design that I am so excited to share. I will give one “spoiler alert”: 
we will be doing curves, they are large and easy, so a good place to start if you’ve never 
done them or are intimidated by them. The curves absolutely make this pattern. I know you 
are going to love this! You may ask where I got the name from….it just popped into my 
head while I was drawing one of the blocks! (I know, weird right?!?!?!) We have some 
partial seam blocks as well, these are super easy and well worth the small effort it takes. 
NO special tools other than the curve templates I will provide for you. 

This design has four colours. This would be a prefect “monochrome” design. I think, when 
looking at it, I can describe these “colours” as “BACKGROUND” in both a light and dark, 
and a splash of colour with a contrast for this colour. You can use two different background 
fabrics, just so there is HEAPS of contrast between them. The splash of colour and it’s 
contrast don’t need so much contrast, maybe compliment might be a better word here. For 
monochrome: light and dark background, medium for the compliment, and something that 
has contrast from all of them for your splash of colour. (In this scenario, you could easily 
change the dark background with the splash of colour, even the compliment with the 
splash of colour.) There are NO RULES, I feel you will get the desired effect no matter 
where you choose to put your “colours”.

I am offering this design in 10”, 12”, and 15” finished block sizes. SO, depending on your 
desired size of quilt, you will need to be consistent on your chosen size for cutting and final 
layout. In this “requirements” chart, I will let you know which size block I based my 
measurements on. If making the lap, you will have 10” blocks, but could easily make less 
of the 12” blocks. You would need more or less fabric depending on your choices…these 
are a GUIDE ONLY.

Here’s what we need:

You can make your twin size 50” x 70” if you use the 10” blocks. You could use the 15” 
blocks in the twin and have a 75” x 105” rectangle (queen). You have so many options, but 
I based the requirements on the sizes in the chart above. You may want to have extra on 
hand if you choose to trade sizes or blocks. 

The curves could be replaced with HSTs if you wish, again, no rules. I will help however I 
can. I love how the curves give flow and attitude to the design, so I will be using them. If 
you need help with measurements for the HSTs, just sing out.

Lap 10” blocks
70” square

Twin 12” blocks
60” x 84”

Queen 12” blocks
84” square

King 15” blocks
105” square

Background 1 3 yards 2-1/2 yards 3-1/4 yards 5-1/4 yards

Background 2 2-3/4 yards 3 yards 3 yards 4-3/4 yards

Splash of colour 1 yard 1-1/4 yards 1-3/4 yards 2-1/2 yards

Compliment 1/4 yard 1/2 yard 3/4 yard 1 yard
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I usually have the fabric requirements on one page and I tried to fit this all on one page, 
but I felt these “clues” for the fabric choices were pretty important and worth the second 
page. I am sorry for the inconvenience. :-(

I am making the king size with the 15” blocks, I don’t have enough of one piece of yardage 
for the backgrounds, so these may be very controlled scrappy.

Here are my choices:
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Background 1

Background 2

Splash of Colour

Compliment


